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2020 Optelec Excellence in Low Vision Award – Nomination Due April 30 

We invite you to participate in the Optelec Excellence in Low Vision Award Program by nominating a 
graduating student who has excelled academically or has contributed to a university service.  In turn, we 
will award the student with a Low Vision Starter Kit.  This kit is a valuable gift, benefitting one of your 
distinguished students for years to come. There is no cost to participate. 

Optelec Low Vision Starter Kit 

Item No. 95LVSK / Value: $995.49 
Description:  An Introduction to a wide selection of low 
vision products to get you going.  Kit contains a range of 
Optelec PowerMag+ items to assess the needs of your 
patients. Included are three stand magnifiers with powers 
3x, 4x, and 6x and six handheld magnifiers with powers 2.5x up to 6x, as well as a dome magnifier and a 
bar magnifier. All magnifiers are made in Germany. Optelec PowerTV Glasses, PowerScope Monocular, 
2.8x Binocular, PowerSpecs in a +4 and +8, filter lenses in a wrap-around and a fit-over frame are also 
included. It all comes neatly packed in a black case for easy on-the-go assessments.  

It is Optelec’s goal to strengthen our partnership by sharing our support for your aspiring optometry 
students through our high-quality optical products and professional tools that will allow them to provide 
low vision patient care. 

If you decide to participate, we will send you a letter and certificate for the recipient to be presented at 
the awards ceremony, which will allow the recipient to claim the kit at their convenience. This will make 
it easier for the graduate since they can receive the kit once settled into their new position. 

Additionally, we ask you to provide a photo or brief statement, either from you or the student, allowing 
us to highlight their achievement in our Professional eNewsletter and website following the graduation. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. If you have questions, please don’t hesitate to contact us at 
sklure@vispero.com or 800-444-4443, ext. 1186. 

We look forward to receiving your nomination! 

Sincerely,  

 

 

Richard Tapping 

Vice President, North America Sales and Marketing 
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